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ABSTRACT

1.

By leveraging smartphones as sensing platforms, mobile sensing
applications can collect information in an unprecedented quantity
and granularity. The transmission of unprocessed sensor readings
can, however, pose severe threats to the users’ privacy. To protect
their privacy, users can apply filters to eliminate privacy-sensitive
elements of the sensor readings prior to transmission. The resulting privacy protection depends on the configuration of these filters,
which is controlled by the users through a privacy interface. In this
paper, we study interface elements for the realization of this interface in order to foster its acceptance and maximize the efficacy of
the provided privacy protection. To this end, we have implemented
six graphical privacy interfaces, which have been evaluated by 80
participants of our user study. The results show a preference of
the users towards differently colored and sized elements to visualize the current level of privacy protection and define their preferred
privacy settings.

The recent technological advances of mobile phones in terms of
embedded sensors, storage resources, and processing capabilities
have lead to the emergence of a plethora of mobile sensing applications. These applications rely on the mobile phones of voluntary
citizens to collect sensor readings and monitor manifold phenomena. Example applications include the collection of sound samples
for the construction of noise pollution maps [17], or analyses of the
road quality based on accelerometer readings [15]. As the volunteers carry their phones in versatile places, the applications benefit from an unprecedented coverage. Simultaneously, the deployment costs are reduced to virtually zero compared to prior existing
sensing solutions. However, most of current applications rely on
the collection of data about the volunteers’ environment, annotated
with spatiotemporal information [5]. This collection of information about the users entails the risk of intrusions into their privacy
by both the providers of the sensing application and other users of
the system. Potential privacy threats may, however, hinder users
from contributing to the applications, endangering the viability of
the applications and thus, lowering their benefits to the community.
In the current state-of-the-art, a large majority of mechanisms
specially tailored for mobile sensing applications concentrate on
providing technically sound privacy-preserving solutions without
taking the users into consideration [5]. Research results from orthogonal domains have, however, demonstrated that adopting this
attitude mostly leads to either an inefficient application of the mechanisms supposed to protect the users or even their non-utilization by
the users. For example, it was demonstrated that most users keep
written copies of their passwords and thus reduce the efficacy of
password-based authentication mechanisms [3] and do not protect
their email transmission due to the complexity of the involved security mechanisms [20]. In order to avoid these pitfalls, we study the
usability of interfaces designed to configure privacy settings. These
privacy interfaces are specially tailored to the requirements of mobile sensing applications and allow each user to select at which degree of granularity and to which user(s) the collected sensor readings should be released. Our contributions address the challenge of
privacy management on mobile devices, and can be summarized as
follows:

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.2 [Information Systems]: User/Machine Systems—Human
factors; K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]: Security and Protection; H.5.2 [Information Systems]: Information Interfaces and Presentation—User Interfaces.

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors, Security.

Keywords
Privacy interfaces, mobile sensing applications, user study.
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INTRODUCTION

1. We have designed six privacy interfaces in total, two to select
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users and four to select the degrees of granularity at which
data is being shared. Each interface applies different concepts and interface elements in order to reflect the spectrum
of user interface elements for mobile applications. We have
implemented a prototype implementation of each interface
on Android Nexus S mobile phones.
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Table 1: Selected degrees of granularity for the different sensing modalities

The paper is organized as follows. We first summarize existing
work, before introducing our application scenario and listing our
design drivers. We then present our design decisions and the resulting interfaces. We discuss the modalities and findings of our
user study. After highlighting potential extensions to our work, we
make concluding remarks.

current activity of the users or text sequences they entered on their
mobile phone [16]. In order to protect their privacy, we assume
that users collecting sensor readings can control the release of their
data in two dimensions in order to protect their privacy. Firstly,
they can decide to whom they want to release the data collected by
each sensing modality. We assume that users can decide to share
their collected sensor readings with particular individuals, groups
of individuals, or to make them available publicly. Secondly, the
degree of granularity at which the data is shared can be defined,
as proposed in [7, 18]. Neither work, however, addresses how this
paradigm should put into practice. For each sensing modality, the
users can select one of the proposed degrees of granularity illustrated in Table 1. Note that the degrees of granularity chosen in
the table can be easily modified without loss of generality. Starting with the finest granularity in the first row, i.e., the unprocessed
raw data, the data resolution decreases until reaching the coarsest degree of granularity. Since the unprocessed data comprises
the highest degree of detail, it can be expected to contain more
privacy-sensitive information about the users. In other words, finer
data reporting granularities pose more threats to user privacy. In
order to realize the medium and coarse degrees of granularity, we
assume that filters running on the user’s mobile phone process the
original sensor readings. For example, a filter eliminates the frequencies corresponding to human voice from the original sound
sample, while another computes its loudness level [14, 17]. Additional filters are applied to blur faces present on pictures and count
their number [1, 2], determine the user activity/position (between,
e.g., sitting, walking, and lying) and whether he is moving based
on original accelerometer data [9]. Despite the loss in granularity
incurred by these filters, the application can still benefit from these
data, even if they are coarse-grained. The design of these filters
remains, however, out of scope of this paper.

RELATED WORK

In recent years, privacy interfaces have attracted significant attention in a wide range of application domains. For example, interfaces for website privacy policies, peer-to-peer file sharing systems, or online social networks have been analyzed and evaluated
by means of user studies in [6], [8], and [13], respectively. These
studies focus on either existing interfaces such as in [8] or new concepts, e.g., the Privacy Bird introduced in [6] or the the audienceoriented view of profile information proposed in [13]. Compared
to [6, 13], we also intend to provide novel intuitive and usable interface designs, specially catering for increased privacy awareness
by, e.g., the use of colors or varying areas and heights to represent
the different levels of privacy protection. We, however, address an
application domain orthogonal to these work, namely mobile sensing applications. In this particular application domain, the number of existing user studies is limited, even though users are the
key elements of such applications. Indeed, mobile sensing applications leverage the mobile phones of volunteers and hence depend
on their contribution to the application. The current state-of-the-art
includes two relevant studies. In [4], the authors analyze how the
participants understand, select, and feel comfortable with different
obfuscation methods to achieve location privacy, while the authors
of [12] concentrate on exploring the privacy concerns of users having taken part in a mobile sensing application. Further studies, such
as [19, 11], broaden the focus of the analysis of privacy concerns to
scenarios in which users share mobile phones with others. To the
best of our knowledge, we are therefore the first to have designed
privacy interfaces specially tailored for mobile sensing applications
and evaluated their prototype implementation using an extensive
user study.

3.
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2. We have compared and evaluated them by means of a user
study involving 80 participants. Our evaluation focuses on
the (1) intuitiveness, (2) comprehensiveness, (3) ease of use,
and (4) acceptance of all interfaces.
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4.

DESIGN DRIVERS

The primary objective of this work is to investigate the suitability of user interfaces specially designed for mobile phones in order
to realize the aforementioned configuration of privacy settings. For
convenience reason, the definition of privacy settings (i.e., the degree of granularity and the corresponding parties) is done directly
on the devices that capture the sensor readings, i.e., the mobile
phones. Using a secondary device, e.g., a computer, would unnecessarily increase the overhead for the users and may hinder them
from modifying or updating their privacy settings; the efficiency
of the privacy protection provided by the chosen approach would
thus be limited. Consequently, the design of the user interfaces
should take into account the constraints of the mobile phones in
terms of layout and possible interactions. Since mobile phones offer a reduced screen compared to computers, we believe that the
interfaces should be as simple as possible in order to outline the
most important elements and facilitate their manipulation, while
overloaded interfaces and complex interface hierarchies should be

APPLICATION SCENARIO

We assume a mobile sensing application, which collects data
from the following sensing modalities using mobile phones: (1)
location, (2) sound, (3) picture, and (4) acceleration. In absence
of protection mechanisms, the collection of data from these sensing modalities poses threats to the user’s privacy in several dimensions. Location data may reveal sensitive information about the
users and their behaviors. For example, their political view may
be inferred if the users attended political events, or their medical
condition may be revealed by frequent visits to hospitals. Sound
samples may capture private conversations about confidential and
intimate subjects, and pictures may reveal the environments of the
users. Moreover, acceleration data may be exploited to infer the
2
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Figure 1: Selected screenshots of the list interface
avoided. Moreover, the interfaces should be intuitive and easy to
comprehend, as extensive explanation cannot be supported due to
the reduced screen space. We further assume that the interactions
with the interfaces occur mainly through tactile elements. The elements of the interfaces should hence be easily controllable by potential users and the number of required interactions should be kept
to a minimum. Finally, the interfaces should as much as possible
help the users to understand the implication of their choices on
their privacy. We focus on the prevalent user interface elements
on current mobile phones, namely graphical interfaces, due to the
multiplicity of privacy settings for the users to customize. Neither
haptic interfaces, such as [10], that would require users to learn and
control shaking patterns for each degree of granularity of each sensor modality, nor input methods based on audio, video, or textual
input have been investigated.

5.

Users can create multiple groups, and add or remove individuals in
each group.

5.1.1

DESIGNED PRIVACY INTERFACES

In this section, we present the interfaces we designed based on
the above design drivers. The interfaces have been implemented for
Android-based smartphones, more specifically the Google Nexus
S. We first detail both alternatives to select users to share sensor
readings with, namely the list interface (Figure 1) and the spindle interface (Figure 2). Both of these interfaces are extended by
an additional interface allowing the users to select the degree of
granularity at which the sensor readings are released to the selected
users. For this interface, we have created four different alternatives
explained below: the phone interface (Figure 3(a)), the slider interface (Figure 3(b)), the radar interface (Figure 3(c)), and the bar
interface (Figure 3(d)). Note that all interfaces provide the same
technical functionality, but present the configuration settings to the
user in different ways. Therewith, we aim at exploring the preferences of the users in terms of design and interface elements.

5.1

The List Interface

The list interface illustrated in Figure 1 is based on three tabs located on top of the screen: individuals, groups, and public. The individuals tab leads to a list of individual’s names (cf. Figure 1(a)).
The list includes individuals belonging the social network of the
user. Touching each name allows the user to individually select the
degree of granularity for each sensing modality using one of the
complementary interfaces presented below. Similarly, clicking on
the public tab displays the same interface in order to select the degree of granularity to applied to the sensor readings made public.
Under the groups tab illustrated in Figure 1(b), the user can manage existing groups, e.g., “friends" and “mathematicians", or create
a new group by entering its name. After the group creation, the
user can add new members to this group using the interface shown
in Figure 1(c). The list on the left consists of individuals that can
be added to the group, and the list on the right consists of the actual
members of the group. Touching the names of individuals from
the left list allows the user to add individuals to the group as represented in Figure 1(d). Touching members in the right list removes
them from the group. Finally, when the done button is touched, the
user proceeds to editing the degree of granularities for that group.

5.1.2

The Spindle Interface

Compared to the list interface, the navigation trough the spindle
interface shown in Figure 2 is based on two arrows on the top and
bottom sides of the screen. The arrows allow the user to navigate
between the individuals, groups, and public categories. Instead of
displaying all available individuals or groups, the spindle interface
leverages spinners to save space and enables a direct integration
of the interface for the configuration of the degree of granularity
if possible. For managing the groups, the user accesses a unique
panel shown in Figure 2(a), which presents two drop-down lists.
The first list is used to create a new group or select an existing one
as shown in Figure 2(b), whereas the second list contains available
individuals to add to the selected group as shown in Figure 2(c).
Touching a name automatically adds an individual to the current
group. Figure 2(d) illustrates the members of the group “mathe-

Selection of Users

Using the list interface and the spindle interface, users manage
who is able to access their sensor readings. They can select individuals, groups of individuals, or make them public. The group option
allows users to simultaneously share sensor readings with the same
degree of granularity with all individuals contained in the group.
3
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Figure 2: Selected screenshots of the spindle interface

5.2.2

maticians". Touching the name of a group’s member removes it
from the group as in the list interface. Users can delete the selected
group by using the red cross button at the bottom, or continue to
the next interface for the selection of the degree of granularity by
confirming the creation/update of the group using the button on the
right. The structure of the spindle interface requires fewer interactions of the users when its function has been understood, since its
function can be merged with the second interface for selecting the
corresponding degree of granularity.

5.2

Selection of Degrees of Granularity

Once users have selected an individual, a group, or the public
category using either the list interface or the spindle interface, they
access a second interface in order to select at which degree of granularity they want to release their sensor readings to this particular
party. To give the users a better overview over their current privacy
settings, we have constrained the selection of the different degrees
of granularity to a single screen. Moreover, the function to entirely
disable the transmission of data from specific sensing modalities is
also present in our prototype system, but is not part of the designed
user interfaces.

5.2.1

The Slider Interface

While the proposed degrees of granularity are discrete, we wanted
to test an interface using sliders, which are a common and simple
interface element. Additionally, they should help to visualize the
associated degree of privacy protection through the length of the
colored bar and the position of the slider. In the slider interface
shown in Figure 3(b), sliders on the left and a full grey bar are
associated to the finer granularity, while moving the sliders to the
right increases the yellow fraction of the bar and should increase
the attention of users to warn them from potential threats to privacy.
The sliders are completed by a text field indicating the currently selected degree of granularity. The other degrees remain hidden, in
order not to overload the interface.

5.2.3

The Radar Interface

The radar interface illustrated in Figure 3(c) is arranged along
two diagonal lines. Each half diagonal is dedicated to a sensor
modality and presents three radio buttons, one for each degree of
granularity. Touching a radio button makes the name of the corresponding degree of granularity appear and selects it as current
setting. The selected radio buttons are connected together in order to form a radar chart. The idea behind the radar chart is to
illustrate the degree of privacy protection through the area of the
formed shape. For our prototype implementation, we decided that
the larger the quadrilateral, the better the privacy protection is. Note
that the contrary can also be applied, if we consider that the center
of the radar represents the user and the closer the quadrilateral, the
less information is shared with outsiders and the better the privacy
protection.

The Phone Interface

The key idea behind the phone interface illustrated in Figure 3(a)
is to reinforce the mental model of the users by showing the mobile
phone at the center and the corresponding sensors at the periphery,
since users are asked to select at which degree of granularity each
sensor modality should be released. We use the image of a Google
Nexus S phone, as the interface has been specially implemented for
this platform. Users can change the selected degree of granularity
by touching the pictogram associated to each sensor. The color of
the pictogram depends on the current degree of granularity. The
finer degree of granularity is mapped to red, the medium to yellow,
and the coarser to green. In other words, red indicates that the privacy of the users may be threatened due to the selection of the finest
degree of granularity, while green indicates a better privacy protection. A pop-up at the bottom of the screen recalls the name of the
selected degree of granularity. Users can toggle through the degrees
of granularity of each sensing modality by repeatedly touching the
associated pictogram.

5.2.4

The Bar Interface

Figure 3(d) shows the bar interface, which contains four vertical
bars modeling a histogram, one associated to each sensor modality and its respective pictogram. Touching a pictogram toggles
through the different degrees of granularity of the corresponding
sensor modality and changes both the height and the color of the
associated vertical bar. Both the color and the height of the bars
are intended to give users an indication on how their privacy is protected. High and green bars indicate a high level of privacy protection, whereas short and red bars indicate a lower level of privacy
4

(a) The phone interface

(b) The slider interface

(c) The radar interface

(d) The bar interface

Figure 3: Selected screenshots of the designed interfaces for selecting the degree of granularity of the released sensor readings
protection.
For all interfaces that rely on color-coded indications of the level
of privacy protection, the graphical visualization is supplemented
by textual descriptions in order to assist color-blind persons. Note
that the spectrum of possible interfaces is not limited to the aforementioned interfaces. We have specially selected these interfaces
based on the diversity of their elements to cater to an extensive
comparative evaluation in the next section.

6.

rate their estimated degree of experience with smartphones using
a seven point Likert scale with a score of 1 for novice user and 7
for expert user. The results show that these participants think of
themselves as relatively experienced (m=4.90, SD=1.45).

6.2

For the evaluation, we performed the user study in the respective office environment of the participants under supervision. Each
participant had one Nexus S phone configured with the set of the
aforementioned interfaces and a counter invisible to the user, which
counted the number of interactions for each interface element. In
the experiment, both types of interfaces (selection of users as well
as the degree of granularity) were being used. As these depend on
each other, we have combined one interface of each type as follows. The list interface has been combined with both the radar
and bar interface, while the spindle interface has been integrated
into the phone and slider interfaces. Note that we have selected
these combinations in order to limit the burden of the participants
to the minimum, while offering the possibilities to the participants
to compare different alternatives and hence, explore their preferences. Other combinations could, however, also be envisaged.
Additionally, each participant had a leaflet written in English
including: (a) a brief introduction to mobile sensing applications
highlighting the related privacy issues, (b) demographics questions,
(c) instructions for the evaluation, i.e., the different tasks to solve
using each interface, (d) a series of questions regarding each tested
interface in terms of, e.g., ease of use, intuitiveness, speed, or appearance. The distributed leaflets included the instructions for testing and evaluating the interfaces in different orders in order to measure the effects caused by the order of presentation. Each participant successively tested all four proposed interfaces (combined
with either the list interface or the spindle interface) by performing the same following set of tasks for each interface:

EVALUATION OF THE DESIGNED PRIVACY INTERFACES

We have performed an empirical user study in order to compare the aforementioned interfaces and further analyze preferences
of potential users. We have advertised our study by posting announcement on multiple student forums and internal mailing lists
in different departments at our university. In total, 80 participants
volunteered to test and evaluated our designed privacy interfaces.
The participants were rewarded for their contribution with refreshments, no monetary remunerations were offered. In this section, we
first present demographics about the participants and then, provide
details about how we conducted our user study. We finally present
the outcomes of this study.

6.1

Evaluation Settings

Demographics and Mobile Phone Proficiency

The participants of our study were predominantly male (n=56)
and aged between 22 and 40 (m=28.6, SD=3.83). The group
was composed of 20 undergraduate students, 41 graduate students,
4 postdoctoral researchers, 13 university employees, and 2 entrepreneurs. Their fields of occupation includes law, psychology, computer science, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and
arts. While the participants present various profiles, they share
common educational backgrounds and hence, may not be representative for all categories of the population. We have, however,
specially targeted this category of people as they could be potential users of mobile sensing applications. Note that still 39% of
our participants did not have any previous experiences with smartphones. Among the experienced participants, 37% were familiar
with the Android operating system employed in our prototype implementation. The experienced participants were further asked to

1. Create a group and define its privacy settings:
(a) Create a new group with the name Friends
(b) Add Karl Gauss to this new group
(c) Define the privacy settings for this group as follows:
original image, loudness level, street level, and activity
type.
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Figure 4: Minimum, quartiles, and maximum score attributed to each statement in the evaluation of the list and spindle interfaces.
A score of 1 indicates a strong disagreement and a score of 7 indicates a strong agreement.
Number of interactions
to minimum ratio

2. Define the privacy settings for Felix Klein as follows: original image, original audio sample, precise position, and raw
accelerometer data.
3. Set the public privacy settings in order to protect your privacy
maximally.
The participants were able to ask the supervisor of the study in
case of difficulties while testing and evaluating the full set of interfaces. In average, the completion of the study took approximately
one hour per participant.

6.3
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Spindle| List|Radar List|Bar
Slider

Interfaces

Figure 5: Ratio of the number of interactions compared to the
expected minimal number of interactions for the list and spindle interfaces

Evaluation Results

In this section, we first investigate the preferences of the participants between the list interface and the spindle interface. Next,
we compare the answers of the participants specially regarding the
phone, slider, radar, and bar interfaces. Additionally, we examine
how the participants perceived the specificities of each interface.
We have preliminarily verified the independence of the answers
of the participants on the order of the evaluated interfaces by means
of a T-test for independent samples. The results show that the order
of presentation of the interfaces does not significantly impact the
answers of the participants. Moreover, further tests show that (1)
the gender of the participants, (2) their experience in smartphones
in general, (3) their experience in Android mobile phones in particular, do not significantly influence the answers of the participants.
As a result, we subsequently present the overall results for the 80
participants.

6.3.1
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interfaces over the spindle type, with List|Radar obtaining the highest scores. These results are confirmed by the associated stanine
scores presented in Table 2.
Across all answers, the participants feel that the list is best suited
for the identification of the category concerned by the change of
settings. Furthermore, it was perceived as easier to navigate through,
as well as more intuitive and easier to understand than the spindle
interface compared to all answers.
In a second step, we analyze how the answers provided by the
participants correspond to their experience with the proposed list
and spindle interfaces. For this purpose, we consider the number
of interactions necessary for the participants to solve the tasks related to the selection of persons. The tasks include the creation of
the group Friends, adding Karl Gauss to this group, selecting Felix
Klein and the public category to later change the associated privacy
settings. We compute the difference between the actual number of
interactions required by the participants and the minimal number
of interactions required to complete the tasks. We then divide the
result by the minimum number of required interactions and present
the resulting ratio in Figure 5. A ratio of 0 indicates that the participant has succeeded in completing the tasks using the minimal
number of interactions possible. Note that two participants did not
correctly/fully completed the required tasks and thus, their respective ratios have not been taken into consideration in the computation of the overall results presented in Figure 5. Since the participants were not aware of the monitoring of their interactions in order not to modify their natural behavior, the present ratios may not
only include the interactions necessary to solve the tasks, but also
supplementary interactions of the participants used to freely discover the provided functions without any attempt to directly solve
the task at hand. Figure 5 illustrates the minimum and maximum
ratios as well as the quartiles obtained. By comparing the medi-

Comparison of the List and the Spindle Interfaces

Since we proposed a combination of both interfaces to the users
to test, we refer in the following as List|Radar and List|Bar to the
list interface integrated in the radar and bar interface, respectively.
Similarly, we refer as Spindle|Phone and Spindle|Slider to the spindle interface integrated in the phone and slider interface, respectively.
We first submitted the following statements to the participants in
the aforementioned questionnaire: (a) “I find it easy to tell whether
I am changing the settings for an individual, a group or the public", (b) “Switching between individuals, groups or public is easy",
(c) “Managing groups and group members is intuitive and easy to
understand". The participants rated this statement for each tested
interface using a seven point Likert scale. A score of 1 indicates
a strong disagreement, 4 is neutral, and 7 indicates a strong agreement. Figure 4 shows the minimum and the maximum scores attributed to the statements as well as the quartiles Q1 , Q2 , and Q3 .
The results show a clear preference of the participants for list-style
6

I find it easy to tell whether I am changing the settings
for an individual, a group or the public
Switching between individuals, groups, or public is easy
Managing groups and group members
intuitive and easy to understand

Spindle|Phone

Spindle|Slider

List|Radar

List|Bar

4.31

4.48

5.92

5.30

4.11

3.92

6.06

5.90

3.88

4.25

6.16

5.71

Table 2: Stanine scores computed for each statement submitted to the participants for the evaluation of the list and spindle interfaces

Ease of
understanding

a seven point Likert scale: (a) “I find this interface intuitive", (b)
“I find this interface easy to comprehend", (c) “I find this interface
easy to control", (d) “I feel as if the data on the phone is being
shared at a level I am comfortable with", (e) “I would accept this
interface", and (f) “I would use this interface". Figure 7 shows the
minimum, the quartiles, and the maximum score attributed by the
participants to each statement. A further analysis of the associated
stanine scores presented in Table 3 confirms that the radar and bar
interfaces are judged by the participants to be more intuitive, and
easy to comprehend and control compared to the phone and slider
interfaces. The participants also expressed stronger that using these
interfaces the data on the phone is being shared at a level they are
comfortable with. Additionally, they would be more ready to accept and use these interfaces than the phone and slider interfaces.
By comparing the stanine scores for the radar and the bar interfaces, a slight preference of the participants for the radar interface
can be identified, except for the statement “I feel as if the data on
the phone is being shared at a level I am comfortable with".
We compare in Figure 8 the number of interactions the participants required to configure the degree of granularity of each sensor
modality according to the given tasks compared to the expected
one. Using the bar interface globally required more interactions
of the participants compared to the other interfaces. This difference may explain the the slight preference of the participants for
the radar interface compared to the bar interface expressed in their
answers. Moreover, the users require comparable numbers of interactions using the phone, slider, and radar interfaces. Overall,
only few participants succeeded in completing the assigned tasks
with the minimum number of interactions possible. This can be explained by the fact that the participants used the interfaces for the
first time and were not familiar with them. Moreover, the participants had to follow given instructions that required them to switch
between the mobile phone and the leaflet, potentially leading to errors that needed to be corrected later.
We next asked the participants to rank the phone, slider, radar,
and bar interfaces, according to the same criteria as for the list and
spindle interfaces using scores between 1 (best) and 4 (worst). Figure 9 represents the cumulated scores obtained for each interface.
The lower the total score, the better the ranking. In general, the
radar and the bar interfaces obtained better ranks compared to the
other interfaces. The radar interface is judged by the participants to
be easier to use, more aesthetic, and faster than the others. Additionally, a larger number of participants ranked it as their preferred
interface. The rank for its intuitiveness is, however, close to that of
the slider interface. In comparison, the bar interface is perceived
to be the most intuitive and the easiest to understand. Between
the phone and slider interfaces, the slider interface obtained better ranks, except for the criteria “ease of understanding" where the
score is slightly greater than that of the phone interface. As a result,
the radar interface obtained the best scores for four of the six criteria, confirming the preference of the participants for this interface.
We have finally investigated why the participants prefer one in-
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Figure 6: Cumulated scores obtained by the list and spindle
interfaces. A score of 1 indicates the best interface and a score
of 2 the worst interface in the ranking on the participants.
ans, the Spindle|Phone and Spindle|Slider interfaces globally require more interactions compared to the List|Radar and List|Bar
interfaces. This result reflects the answers of the participants that
highlighted the ease of use and intuitiveness of the list interface.
Next, we have asked the participants to rank the list and spindle
interfaces with a score of 1 for the best interface and 2 for the worst
interface according to following criteria: (1) ease of understanding,
(2) ease of use, (3) aesthetics, (4) speed of use, (5) intuitiveness,
and (6) personal preference. Figure 6 shows the cumulated score
obtained by each interface for each criterion. Note that the lower
the score, the more participants preferred the respective interface.
We further asked them to comment on their ratings. The results
show that the participants clearly preferred the list interface compared to the spindle interface. Some participants, however, particularly appreciated the aesthetics and speed of use of the spindle
interface compared to the other criteria. A few participants specifically mentioned the advantage of the spindle interface over the list
interface, e.g., “no separate switching is necessary" and “less clicks
are needed to manage the groups". This however implies that the
participants understand and memorize the structure of the interface,
which is less visible than in the list interface. On contrary, some
participants particularly appreciate the visibility of the options offered in the list interface: “All choices are clearly visible", “Easy to
find groups and individuals", and “All options at a glance, intuitive
selection".
In summary, the participants’ answers and ratings as well as the
initial number of interactions necessary for solving the tasks have
demonstrated a large preference of the participants for the list interface, which appears to be simpler to control and more intuitive.

6.3.2

Comparison of the Phone, Slider, Radar, and
Bar Interfaces

In this section, we concentrate on comparing the phone, slider,
radar, and bar interfaces for selecting the appropriate degree of
granularity of the each sensor modality. For this purpose, we firstly
submitted to the participants the following statements to rate using
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Figure 7: Minimum, quartiles, and maximum score attributed to each statement in the evaluation of the phone, slider, radar, and
bar interfaces
I find this interface intuitive
I find this interface easy to comprehend
I find this interface easy to control
I feel as if the data on the phone is being shared
at a level I am comfortable with
I would accept this interface
I would use this interface

Phone
3.83
3.92
4.21

Slider
5.09
4.87
4.32

Radar
5.80
5.73
6.03

Bar
5.28
5.47
5.43

4.46

4.78

5.31

5.46

4.03
4.16

4.55
4.55

5.89
5.83

5.56
5.46

Number of
interactions to
minimum ratio

Table 3: Stanine scores computed for each statement submitted to the participants for the evaluation of the phone, slider, radar, and
bar interfaces
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Interfaces

the participants: 11 participants mentioned that they liked the proposed color mapping for the phone interface, while 19 appreciated
it for the bar interface. Several participants further suggested to
include the same color mapping to the radar and slider interface.
However, other participants highlighted the possible ambiguity in
using colors, since red may also be associated to the notion of protection instead of the notion of danger. This ambiguity is though
limited in our prototype implementation by a textual hint recalling
the degree of granularity associated to each color.
We further analyzed whether the proposed designs cater for an
appropriate visualization of the purpose of the interface. We first
considered the phone interface and asked if “the phone background
image is a useful indicator of what this interface does". The ratings of the participants as well as their comments remained neutral
regarding this statement, even if a slight agreement can identified
(Q1 =4, Q2 =6, Q3 =7). In particular, two participants commented
that they did not understand the meaning of the background image.
We then compared the scores obtained by the radar and the bar interface regarding the statement: “I find the bar graph is a useful
indicator of how safe the data in my phone is". Globally, the radar
interface obtained better scores (Q1 =5, Q2 =6, Q3 =6) than the bar
interface (Q1 =3, Q2 =5, Q3 =6). Several comments confirmed this
result for the radar interface, e.g., “the graph helps to have an over-

Bar

Figure 8: Ratio of the number of interactions compared to the
minimal number of expected interactions for the phone, slider,
radar and bar interfaces

terface over another by considering their specificities. For the phone
and bar interfaces, we asked the participant to rate the following
statement using a seven point Likert scale: “I find the use of green
for most safe and red for least safe is easy to understand". The
results show that a large majority of participants agreed with the
proposed statement regarding the phone interface (Q1 =4, Q2 =6,
Q3 =6) and even stronger, in the case of the bar interface (Q1 =5,
Q2 =6, Q3 =7). These results were confirmed by the comments of
8
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Figure 9: Cumulated scores obtained by the phone, slider,
radar, and bar interfaces. A score of 1 indicates the best interface, while a score of 4 indicates the worst interface in the
ranking on the participants.
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all understanding of the level of privacy", “the size of the spanned
graph gives a good feeling about how safe the settings are", “the
graph visualization is really smart".
In conclusion, the radar interface combined with the list interface
has been judged by the participants of our user study to the most
appropriate interface among the interfaces we proposed according
to most evaluation criteria. Based on the comments of the participants, its design can though still be improved. We therefore discuss
an enhanced version in the subsequent section.

7.

Location
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Audio

Figure 10: Screenshot of the enhanced radar interface

taken their comments and suggestions into consideration and extended the radar interface with the same color mapping as shown
in Figure 10.
In a next step, we envision to refine the design of the enhanced
radar interface in order to improve its aesthetics. In fact, the primary objective of this study was to examine how information should
be organized and represented to be easily understandable and updated with the fewest interactions as possible. While the aesthetics of the interfaces have been considered during their design, they
have nevertheless only taken a secondary role. Finally, we plan
to conduct a further user study to evaluate and consequently improve the future version of the radar interface. In the long term, we
intend to deploy the interface at a larger scale and in real mobile
sensing applications in order to test it under real-world conditions.
Once deployed in a real mobile sensing application, we expect the
contextualized user behavior to be a more representative indicator
of the usability of our approach. Further research questions could
be investigated, e.g., how the users change their privacy preferences
based on their context, at which frequency such changes take place,
or if they fully understand the implications of their choices on their
privacy. While the presented interfaces can be used to study these
aspects, we consider their investigation as future work.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented two interfaces allowing users to
select people to share pictures with as well as four alternatives to set
the associated degree of granularity for the sensor modalities. We
have identified preferences of the participants for the list and radar
interfaces through the results of our user study. While these results
indicate design directions for such interfaces, several aspects can
still be improved.
We first plan to take into consideration different comments of the
participants of our study regarding the function of the radar interface and integrate them into an enhanced version of this interface.
In their final personal comments, several participants complained
about the poor usability of the mobile phones, mainly due to the
small size and the slow responsiveness of the touchscreen. While
these issues are inherent to the nature of the mobile phones, additional efforts could be provided to address these particular aspects.
In the case of the radar interface, this implies, e.g., providing bigger
radio buttons that are easier for users to interact with as illustrated
in Figure 10, which shows an enhanced version of the radar interface. Secondly, participants mentioned that “the font of the text
is too small" to be easily readable and “[. . . ] not enough information are provided" about the different options of the interfaces.
While increasing the size of the font is relatively easy, providing
additional information is more complex. Indeed, adding further information within the same interface may require to reduce the size
of the control elements reducing their usability and would overload
the interface. Therefore, additional studies should be conducted to
further analyze this issue and optimize the provided solution by focusing on the minimum and maximum amount of information to
provide and which type of representation is the most appropriate in
this case. Thirdly, most of the participants of our study particularly
mentioned in their comments that they appreciated the use of colors in the phone and bar interfaces as visual indicator of the current
level of privacy protection. Several of them suggested to include
the same color mapping in the radar interface. We have therefore

8.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented different privacy interface designs specially tailored for mobile sensing applications. The proposed list and spindle interfaces allow users to select the people to
which they want to release the sensor readings collected using their
mobile phones, whereas the phone, slider, radar and bar interfaces
allow them to select the corresponding degree of granularity for
each released sensing modality. We have implemented and evaluated these interfaces by means of an empirical user study. The
results show a particular preference of the participants for the radar
interface paradigm and provide further insights about potential future improvements. In conclusion, the increasing number of mobile
sensing applications will pose new security risks, particularly in the
domain of privacy. At the same time, privacy-preserving solutions
9

are becoming increasingly complex with regards to their configuration process. The outcomes of our study thus pave the way to future
applications, in which privacy will be an inherent component.
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